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the sudanese mahdi: frontier fundmentalist - the sudanese mahdi has been pictured as a villain, as a
hero, as a reactionary, ... changing situation in the world of contemporary historical studies. each tends ...
aspect of the life and work of muhammad ahmad al-mahdi.7 lawha li-tha'ir sudani: al-imam al-mahdi
muhammad ahmad b ... - reprinting of al-qadd l’s biography on the mahdi testifies to its supra-sudanese
value as a work of history. admittedly, there have been a few works published in past years which ostensibly
concentrate on the mahdi. for different reasons, however, they fail to qualify as full-fledged biographies. a
jewish scholar in a muslim community: the sudan's life ... - role in shaping sudanese culture and
education during the condominium. the paper attempts to profile the life and writings of sigmar hillelson, a
british subject of german origin who served in the sudan as an educator and administrative officer. he was
described as an arabist, linguist, lecturer, tutor, intelligence officer, administrator, sudan: islam as a
political force - sudan: islam as a political force subject: sudan: islam as a political force keywords ... the
ideology of the expected mahdi in african history - the ideology of the expected mahdÊ to mobilize the
support of the sudanese notables and masses, and challenge the yoke of the ottoman administration in the
country; and the third part highlights the distinctive features of the sudanese mahdiyya, and investigates its
political legacy in the pre- and post-independence sudan. (mahdi) or, “renewer of the - life.”12 how did
gordon end up in this predicament? more importantly, how did gordon come to represent the imperial culture
of britain? his status as a martyr for the imperial cause has endured. understanding the historical debate
surrounding the mahdi and gordon’s legacy requires consideration of new a history of modern sudan assets - a history of modern sudan sudan’s modern history has been consumed by revolution and civil war.
the country attracted international attention in the 1990sasa breeding ground of islamist terrorism, and
recently tensions between the prosperous center and the periphery, between the north and the south, have
exploded in darfur.
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